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… and the 
precautionary 

virtues





Dante’s Mount Purgatory

…and a modern version



Superbia (pride)
Self-delusion, grandiose illusions
Paying overzealous attention and pious 
respect to high scientific standards 
… when judging the work of colleagues
Condescending attitude toward studies from 
other countries or cultures
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Pride ignores the bias 
in epidemiology conclusions*

Methodological feature Main direction of error
Low statistical power False negative
Use of 5 % probability level False negative
Use of 20% probability level to 

minimize risk of type II error False negative
Post hoc hypothesis False positive
Pressures against false alarm False negative
Publication bias False positive
etc…

Developed with David Gee, John Bailar, and Collegium Ramazzini colleagues



“All scientific work is incomplete…
All scientific work is liable to be upset or modified by advancing 
knowledge. That does not confer upon us the freedom to 
ignore the knowledge we already have, or to postpone the 
action that it appears to demand at the given time.”

A Bradford Hill (1965)

Envious researchers mistake the validity of their 
own conclusions for meticulousness in identifying 
presumed violations of causal “criteria”

Ingratitude and failure to recognize others’ achievements 
Abusing “criteria” for causality

Invidia (envy)



Injury is transformed into the pleasure of 
vengeance

Often coupled with narrow-minded inflexibility

Ira (Wrath)



Lust and Gluttony
Obsession with satisfaction 
Inordinate appetite for credentials / publications
Desire for replication 

Demand of full documentation,
complete evidence
…paves the way for continued
studies, more funding, inertia,
and…

… Greed



Avaritia (greed)
Inordinate desire of possessions 
Prestige, academic honors, burgeoning CV act as 
means to achieve, wield and display personal power

IJOEH 2007;13:404–26



Acedia (sloth)
Indifference to the welfare of others
Apathy, callousness and lack of caring
Hiding in the ivory tower
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Prudent interpretation of environmental science 
may be inspired by (but does not necessarily 
depend on) the Precautionary Principle

The subject is capable of being decided by exact 
numerical investigation, but I have thought it better 
to publish my inquiry in its present imperfect state 
than to wait till I should be able to make such a 
complete research as I could wish, more especially 
as, by directing the attention of the profession 
to the question, it may be earlier decided. 

John Snow (1855)



We must recognize 
that a phenomenon
may exist, even if we 
cannot see it…

What could be known,
given our research 
opportunities and 
methodologies?
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Weighing in all 
relevant 
evidence

EmpathySelf-righteous 
intimidation of 
competitors

Wrath

What could be 
known, given 
the evidence?

FairnessFailure to 
recognize 
achievements 
by others

Envy

Exploration of 
uncertainty

HumilityPreoccupation 
with methodology

Pride

Precautionary virtueVice 

Precautionary remedies 
for ailing environmental health science



Involvement 
of all 
stakeholders

Trans-
parency

Benefit from 
vested interests

Greed

Public health 
responsibility

Com-
passion

Callousness 
to injustice

Sloth

Limiting 
attempts of 
replication 

Innova-
tion

Excessive craving 
for publications

Gluttony

Balanced 
choice of 
research 
methods/topics

RestraintDesire for 
academic honors 

Lust

Precautionary virtueVice 



Environmental
Health Paradise

Ascent
facilitated by

precautionary 
virtues

(substantially) revised from Dante, with apologies

To expunge
their sins
researchers 
must climb
Mount 
Purgatory

Pride
Envy

Wrath
GreedGreed

Lust
Gluttony
Sloth



The Precautionary lesson: We need to change
the way we plan, conduct, report, and use science


